
Classification Products 2021ExportPlanning

Product Code: UL847170
Product Description: Central storage units, hard drives and other
storage devices
World Trade (2020): 61.7 Billion €

This ExportPlanning Product Code represents the aggregate of the Combined
Nomenclature codes shown in the left column of the following table. In order to provide
an overview of the aggregation criteria followed, in the column "Description" are also
reported similar categories to that of the products included in this ExportPlanning
Product Code. Column "Weight %", also reported the percentage weight of each code of
Combined Nomenclature with respect to aggregation considered. This weight is
determined by taking the structure of imports of the European Union.

CHAPTER 84 - NUCLEAR REACTORS, BOILERS, MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL
APPLIANCES; PARTS THEREOF

CATEGORIES: Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or
optical readers, machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and
machines for processing such data, not elsewhere specified or included

Code Weight % Description

-Portable automatic data-processing machines, weighing
not more than 10 kg, consisting of at least a central
processing unit, a keyboard and a display
-Other automatic data-processing machines
-Processing units other than those of subheading 847141
or 847149, whether or not containing in the same
housing one or two of the following types of unit: storage
units, input units, output units
-Input or output units, whether or not containing storage
units in the same housing
-Storage units

8471 70 20 14.1 -Central storage units
-Other
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CHAPTER 84 - NUCLEAR REACTORS, BOILERS, MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL
APPLIANCES; PARTS THEREOF

CATEGORIES: Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or
optical readers, machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and
machines for processing such data, not elsewhere specified or included

Code Weight % Description

-Disk storage units
8471 70 30 4.5 -Optical, including magneto-optical

-Other
8471 70 50 37.5 -Hard disk drives
8471 70 70 3.2 -Other
8471 70 80 1.6 -Magnetic tape storage units
8471 70 98 39.1 -Other

-Other units of automatic data-processing machines
-Other


